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its not possible to share or burn blu-rays on a usb 2.0 port; only usb 3.0 or firewire 800 can do that. if you want to burn blu-rays to discs, you can do so with most drives, but most blu-ray software requires a dvd drive. if you dont need a drive that can read and write blu-rays, get the asus
zendrive u9m. it was able to rip dvds more quickly than any drive we tested, and asus includes both a usb type-a cable and a usb type-c cable so you can connect it to almost any computer without buying another cable. its generally a few dollars more expensive than our budget pick,

and its a little louder when ripping and burning, but those are small trade-offs. the zendrive costs only a third of what youd usually pay for a good blu-ray burner, but if you think youll need a blu-ray drive at some point, the better option is to spend the money on a blu-ray model now than
to have to buy a second optical drive later. recordable dvds are available in two formats, the r version and the +r version, which are supported by two different groups of manufacturers. the r format was released into the marketplace five years prior to the +r format and, therefore, is

more commonly found and used. there are some technical differences between the two formats. for example, the +r format uses a different system of tracking and speed control than the r format; this system is supposed to allow for better high-speed recording quality. in addition, the +r
version has a more robust error management system, which could translate into better-quality recordings, regardless of the disc brand or type being used. for the most part, these differences have not been a huge benefit for the average user. where this note refers to both formats, the

term dvdr is used.
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if you want to play blu-rays on your windows pc or mac, you need a blu-ray drive, and youll need to find a copy of the free blu-ray decrypter software to rip and play the discs. the official blu-ray disc ripper software is also free, but it works only with windows pcs and requires you to install
software on a mac that will run the decrypter software. if you use a mac, you can use the mac app store to find free software for converting and ripping dvds and blu-rays. this software includes features that arent available with the free software, but it may not be possible to rip some

older blu-rays without using a third-party tool. the bp60nb10 comes with passable video-playback and video-editing software for windows that can handle both blu-rays and dvds. powerdirector isnt professional-quality disc-authoring software, but it will get the job done for home movies,
and its not a 30-day demo like the version that comes with lgs dvd-only drives. if youre a mac owner, youll be able to play dvds just fine, but youll need to look up third-party options for playing blu-rays or for creating video discs in either format. you should get at least a 1tb hard drive if
you plan to burn lots of discs. for a student filmmaker, the 1tb hard drive is the minimum youll need. if you have a larger amount of storage, use the "burn" options to set the "file system" to "b2d", which will enable you to create a blu-ray disc as large as your hard drive will support. if

you dont want to use the b2d file system, but you want to burn a disc that will be playable on a standalone blu-ray player, use "video" mode. 5ec8ef588b
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